SUPPLEMENT NO. 8 TO PART 748 – INFORMATION REQUIRED IN REQUESTS
FOR VALIDATED END-USER (VEU) AUTHORIZATION
VEU authorization applicants must provide to BIS certain information about the prospective
validated end-user. This information must be included in requests for authorization submitted by
prospective validated end-users, or exporters or reexporters who seek to have certain entities
approved as validated end-users. BIS may, in the course of its evaluation, request additional
information.
Required Information for Validated End-User Authorization Requests
(1) Name of proposed VEU candidates, including all names under which the candidate
conducts business; complete company physical address (simply listing a post office box
is insufficient); telephone number; fax number; e-mail address; company Web site (if
available); and name of individual who should be contacted if BIS has any questions. If
the entity submitting the application is different from the prospective validated end-user
identified in the application, this information must be submitted for both entities. If the
candidate has multiple locations, all physical addresses located in the eligible destination
must be listed.
(2) Provide an overview of the structure, ownership and business of the prospective validated
end-user. Include a description of the entity, including type of business activity,
ownership, subsidiaries, and joint-venture projects, as well as an overview of any
business activity or corporate relationship that the entity has with either government or
military organizations.
(3) List the items proposed for VEU authorization approval and their intended end-uses.
Include a description of the items; the ECCN for all items, classified to the subparagraph
level, as appropriate; technical parameters for the items including performance
specifications; and end-use description for the items. If BIS has previously classified the
item, the Commodity Classification Automated Tracking System (CCATS) number may
be provided in lieu of the information listed in the foregoing provisions of this paragraph.
(4) Provide the physical address(es) of the location(s) where the item(s) will be used, if this
address is different from the address of the prospective validated end-user provided in
paragraph (1) of this Supplement.
(5) If the prospective validated end-user plans to reexport or transfer the item, specify the
destination to which the items will be reexported or transferred.
(6) Specify how the prospective validated end-user’s record keeping system will allow
compliance with the recordkeeping requirements set forth in §748.15(e) of the EAR.
Describe the system that is in place to ensure compliance with VEU requirements.

(7) Include an original statement on letterhead of the prospective validated end-user, signed
and dated by a person who has authority to legally bind the prospective validated enduser, certifying that the end-user will comply with all VEU requirements. This statement
must include acknowledgement that the prospective end-user:
(i) Has been informed of and understands that the item(s) it may receive as a
validated end-user will have been exported in accordance with the EAR and
that use or diversion of such items contrary to the EAR is prohibited;
(ii) Understands and will abide by all authorization VEU end-use restrictions,
including the requirement that items received under authorization VEU will
only be used for civil end-uses and may not be used for any activities
described in part 744 of the EAR;
(iii)Will comply with VEU recordkeeping requirements; and
(iv) Agrees to allow on-site reviews by U.S. Government officials to verify the
end-user’s compliance with the conditions of the VEU authorization.

